CASE STUDY

IMPRESSIONS RECONCILIATION AND CAMPAIGN OPTIMISATION
PARTICIPANTS

BACKGROUND

OBJECTIVES

GLOBAL FMCG
BRAND

Programmatic advertising remains plagued by supply
chain inefﬁciencies. Without an end-to-end view of the
impression lifecycle, brands are unable to optimise
their campaigns in real time. Brands are also burdened
with manual reconciliation processes which heightens
the risk of human error, impeding productivity and
attribution accuracy.

The campaign was designed to improve upon four core areas of the programmatic supply chain:

LEADING MEDIA
REPRESENTATION
GROUP

A leading global FMCG hair care brand launched a
programmatic display and video campaign across the
Middle East market to understand exactly where its ad
dollars are being spent and how it can drive efﬁciencies
in its future marketing efforts.

METHODOLOGY

1
SETUP
Alignment on log-level
data requirement
with common ‘auction
ID’ with all campaign
participants
Data transfer set up
from the brand’s ad
manager and ad
serving solution
accounts
Agreement on
campaign metrics
computation
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DATA INGESTION
Automated scripts
ingest log-level
data in real time
from individual
campaign
participant

TRANSPARENCY

AUTOMATED RECONCILIATION

Visibility of campaign performance on
a real-time, reconciled basis based on
log-level data and key campaign metrics
such as click-through rate (CTR),
cost-per- completed view (CPCV),
completion rates, and budget spend.

Reduction of manual time spent on
campaign and participant
reconciliation by using one user
interface for monitoring across the
campaign supply chain.

CAMPAIGN OPTIMISATION
PRODUCTIVITY

Real-time optimisation based on
reconciled performance tracking
across the campaign supply chain by
analysing key campaign metrics.

Improved productivity of campaign
spend, based on reconciled
impressions.

RESULT

AQILLIZ ECOSYSTEM
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STORAGE

Private Query
Servers (PQS)
Ensures secure data
storage for log-level
data; prevents the
export of raw data
without explicit
consent in line with
privacy regulations
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DATA
RECONCILIATION
Federation Server
Queries multiple PQS
to identify conﬁrmed
impressions based on
unique Auction IDs
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COMPUTATION
Key Metrics
Results of the
queries consisting
key campaign
metrics are
aggregated and
ﬁnalised
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PROVENANCE
DISTRIBUTED
LEDGER
TECHNOLOGY

AQUILA
Private, Permissioned Blockchain

Records output of the
federated queries for
transparency, scalability,
security, and auditability
ZILLIQA
Public Blockchain

Record of processed
activities is broadcasted
to the public ledger for
auditing and validation
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15%
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VISUALISATION

OPTIMISATION

Performance
Dashboard
Campaign
performance can
be accessed
real-time within
the dashboard

Real-time Decision
Making
Campaign optimisations
such as excluding nonperforming sites and
decreasing cost-perclick can be made
real-time based on
reconciled data

EFFICIENCY UPLIFT
Based on reconciled
log level data, backed
by technology partners
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